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Sudanese artists
showcased for first
time in London
Karen Dabrowska

London

F

rederique
Cifuentes’s
exhibition Sudan: Emergence of Singularities is
primarily an attempt to
break the isolation of
contemporary Sudanese artists
from the international art scene.
The title indicates that very little is
known about contemporary Sudanese art, which the photographer
and documentary film-maker is determined to put on the map.
“Singularities [is] about each individual artist who is part of this
exhibition,” Cifuentes said. “Their
work is unique as is their contribution to the art scene in Sudan. It is
now time to show this art in the
West.”
The exhibition includes abstract
art, ceramics, traditional filigree
jewellery as well as photographs
showing scenes from the conflict
in the southern Nuba region and
houses in Khartoum that reflect
the ostentatious lifestyle of the
nouveau riche.
There is also an introduction to
theatre in Sudan with a 9-minute
documentary that sheds light on
the Shoaf Drama Group and features a comprehensive timeline of
events that shaped theatre in Sudan from 1900-2000.

The event attempts
to break the isolation
of contemporary
Sudanese artists.
Yahya Zaloom, the director of
P21 Gallery, a charitable trust that
promotes contemporary Arab art
and culture, said the focus was on

contemporary Sudanese art that
has never been shown in London.
“The Arab Fund for Arts and Culture and the Arab British Centre
provided the funding and, after a
year of hard work, which was more
a labour of love, the exhibition was
ready,” Zaloom said.

The exhibition
includes abstract art,
ceramics, traditional
jewellery and
photographs.
Approximately half of the works
featured are by artists who live and
work in Sudan. The rest are from
artists in the diaspora. Several Sudanese are participating in film
screenings, talks and events in conjunction with the exhibition,
Sudanese artists who want to exhibit abroad face many challenges.
“The main issue is shipping and
getting artwork out of Sudan not
only because of the sanctions but
also due to logistical problems,” Cifuentes said.
“There is no proper company to
wrap, ship and provide insurance
of the work. Artists also have problems getting a visa to travel abroad.
In Khartoum, there are very few
galleries. The art they exhibit is of a
very good standard but marketing
and curating is lacking. It is difficult
to get good materials to produce
artwork, and the weather makes it
very difficult to preserve it.”
With internal conflicts and economic hardship, people have other
priorities than buying art, which is
mostly purchased by expats. “The
government’s budget for arts is nonexistent; unlike in the ‘50s and ‘60s,
there are no scholarships or grants
for art students and there is no national art gallery,” Cifuentes said.

A painting by Mohamed Abdalla Otaybi.
The art section of the exhibition
features abstract paintings of the
late Hussein Shariffe, who lived in
exile. “My father used to say there
was no way for artists to grow and
thrive because of the government,”
Shariffe’s daughter Eiman said.
Shariffe also made films. His last
production, Letters from Abroad,
brought together Sudanese poets,
who all wrote about being away
from their country.
The paintings of Mohamed Abdalla Otaybi, one of Sudan’s best
known contemporary artists, who
lives and works in Omdurman, are
some of the exhibition’s most striking. He uses vivid bright colours
and black outlining in his shapes
and figures.
The unique ceramics of the late
Mo Abbaro were made following
the traditional technique of Suda-

nese tribes who fire their clay pots
by digging a large hole, packing the
pots together and covering them
with animal dung, which is set
alight and gives a long, hot firing.
Photos by Nuba Reports network
journalists provide a penetrating
flash of insight into the conflict
in the Nuba Mountains. There are
striking images of fighters and ordinary people living in harsh conditions.
For the past 14 years, Sudan
has been the centre of Cifuentes’s
work. In 2016, she worked as the
leader on photojournalism and
conflict sensitive reporting training organised by UNESCO in Sudan.
Cifuentes said she wanted the
exhibition to show the diversity of
Sudan.
“With the current government,

(Frederique Cifuentes)

you only have one narrative — the
Islamic narrative,” she said, “but
Sudan had a history before the Arabs and there are some amazing
tribes in the country.”
“It was important for me to exhibit different kinds of art forms
from artists from different parts of
the country. This festival is a trial. I
hope it will be an annual event that
shows something more positive
than the political conflict and creates a dialogue among the Sudanese themselves and the Sudanese
and non-Sudanese,” she added.
Sudan: Emergence of Singularities is to run at P21 Gallery, London, through May 6th.
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society section of
The Arab Weekly.

Jazz in Carthage celebrates music in Tunis streets
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

M

usic filled the air on
Tunis’s Avenue Habib Bourguiba where
legendary jazz musicians Fred Wesley
and Shareef Clayton kicked off the
12th Jazz in Carthage festival with a
street concert in the bustling downtown area.
Tunisians of all ages danced and
sang along to the tunes. The annual ten-day event, which runs
through April 9th, treats music
lovers to a variety of concerts and
street performances by renowned
international and national artists.
In addition to Wesley and Clayton,
American jazz group Pink Martini
and soul pride Liam Bailey and
Myles Sanko are featured this year.
“The festival has been gaining
ground year after year. It is gaining large visibility on social and
other media, and that is great for a
relatively new festival,” said Jazz in
Carthage Director Mourad Mathari.
“From the moment the programme was posted online, we received positive feedback. People,
both Tunisians and foreigners, contacted us, wanting to organise their
vacation to be able to attend the
festival,” Mathari said.
The current edition features ten
concerts with 21 international artists in Tunis and the coastal resort
town of Sousse.
Mathari stressed the importance
of the festival in promoting a positive image of Tunisia as a country
that celebrates music and art.

Shareef Clayton at a street concert in Tunis.
“The festival targets a Tunisian
audience in the first place but we
also provide a multi-diverse programme that could be of use for
tourism agencies,” he said. “People
in the tourism sector can use this
event to promote Tunisia as a musical destination. Many foreigners
come for the concerts when they
hear of the festival.
“The welcoming and the quality
of the audience also help a lot in
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giving a positive image of Tunisia
abroad.”
This year’s festival marks the
return of the Jazz Club of Tunis,
which will participate in jam sessions with international musicians.
“Jazz in Carthage should be a
space where real jazz musicians can
perform. A space with workshops
and jam sessions to help Tunisian
jazz musicians learn from international musicians,” said Khouloud

Soula, president of Jazz Club of Tunis.
“It is an opportunity to introduce
musical education in the festival.
The festival should provide a platform for exchange between international and Tunisian musicians
through jam sessions. We have
common vocabulary and language
and it is very exciting to jam to that
with musicians like Shareef Clayton,” Soula added.
The Jazz Club of Tunis, an association that gathers jazz musicians,
fans and researchers to promote
the jazz scene in Tunisia, has been
involved in organising concerts and
workshops. It participated in previous editions of Jazz in Carthage in
which local musicians collaborated
with international counterparts.
“Over the years, we realised what
an amazing learning opportunity
the festival is. The idea is that we
exchange with other musicians and
this creates professional and human ties, which is what the learning experience is about,” Soula said.
Begun in 2005, the festival was
affected by security and political
developments in Tunisia in recent
years. In 2015, it was almost called
off following the terrorist attack at
the Bardo National Museum, which
led many artists to cancel their participation. In 2016, organisers complained about administrative and
bureaucratic obstacles.
However, this year’s edition
marks the beginning of a new partnership with the Ministry of Cultural Affairs, which, Mathali said, will
play a crucial role in the success of
the festival.
“It is one of the few festivals that
combine both private and public

support. The ministry has supported this new philosophy and
thematic organisation, showing an
openness to ensure that cultural
initiatives take place,” Mathari said.
He explained that the ministry
was seeking to change certain laws
and relax bureaucratic procedures
“to encourage new private initiatives which help Tunisia become a
cultural destination”.
The festival this year also features an exhibition titled Jazz Age
by photographer Patrick Zachmann
that celebrates images of the contemporary jazz scene. After Paris
and New York, the exhibition will
find a home in Tunis at the Carthage
Thalasso Resort Gammarth.

Participants include
Fred Wesley, Shareef
Clayton, Liam Bailey,
Myles Sanko and US
group Pink Martini.
Festival-goers are also being
treated to a variety of other music
genres with electro-rock French
duo AaRON, indie pop artist Tom
Odell, and French-Moroccan world
musician Hindi Zahra.
“The aim is to promote jazz music
and other genres that could breathe
life in the spirit of the festival. The
audience here discovers different
artists,” Mathari said. “When they
leave and say ‘Wow, that was an
exceptional discovery’, our goal is
attained.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

